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Grand Hôtel La Cloche 
14 Place Darcy 
21 000 DIJON, France

Tél. +33 (0)3 80 30 12 32 
E-MAIL H1202@accor.com
www.hotel-lacloche.fr
www.Mgallery.com

In Dijon, 
Emotion and refinement in the heart of the historic
city and business district.

Antoine Muñoz, Hotel Director,
Bids you wlecome.



SPA A moment of relaxation.
The Spa By La Cloche’s three treatment
rooms, sauna, hammam, relaxation pool 
and resistance pool are designed for 
moments of pure relaxation. 

Memorable Moment. 

Open the doors to an exceptional wine-
producing region and savour the most
prestigious French wines. 
A picnic in the vineyards and a exclusive 
visit to the Château du Clos de Vougeot 
await you.

A LOCATION EMBLEMATIC OF DIJON’S HERITAGE

This Hausmann-style building, dating 1884, is part of the city’s cultural patrimony. Today
a registered heritage site and architectural treasure, the Grand Hôtel La Cloche remains
true to that tradition by offering the utmost in comfort and typical Dijon refinement.

THE RENAISSANCE OF THE GRAND HOTEL LA CLOCHE
With meticulous attention to detail and great inspiration, interior architect Frédéric
Grosjean has succeeded in creating a hotel that is in keeping with its time period. Grand
Hôtel La Cloche embodies the values of prestige and timelessness. In a unique partnership
with the city, reproductions from the collections of the Musée des Beaux-Arts hang
splendidly on its walls. The hotel pays tribute to Dijon-born artist Pompon with Richard
Orlinski’s statue « L’Ours Marchant » (The Walking Bear), nestled in the courtyard garden.
The rooms, with their warm tones and rich textures, contribute to well-beinh and offer
momements of pure relaxation. The atmosphere is one of ultimate chix and good living.

THE OPPORTUNITY TO DINE WITH NATURE
The restaurant Les Jardins By La Cloche offers a modern and enjoyable cuisine.
Orchestrasted by Master Restaurateur and Chef Aurélien Mauny, the menu evolves with
the seasons and honours with success the abundance of fresh produce and flavours of
Burgundy. The restaurant, situated beneath a large glass atrium overlooking the garden
and terrace, is bathed in warm daylight.

BAR A chic and contemporary bar.
Bar By La Cloche proposes a menu mingling
tradition and modernity. 
The cocktail and wine service is
unparalleled, as are the quick-serve 
offerings. 

SEMINAIRS AND RECEPTIONS
Each of our comfortable rooms comes with all the equipment you need for successful,
made-to-measure meetings and seminars. Services include a dedicated team, Wi-fi and a
bespoke catering service.

SURFACE    THEATRE   U-SHAPE  CLASSROOM    PAVE        BANQUET       BUFFET         COCKTAIL

Napoléon

Rameau

Rude

Valentin

Salle de 
Projection

Caves de 
la cloche

120m²        100           35             55         40           120               60                  180

70m²         60             25             35          30                  - - -

70m²         60             25             35         30            - - -

30m²          - - - 10                 - - -

30m²    18 seats

145m²         - - - - 150                80                  200

THE HOTEL *****
88 rooms : 5 suites, 16 Deluxe rooms, 63 classic
rooms and 4 classic-single rooms. Restaurant and 
bar. 

SERVICES.
Room service, porter, parking and valet parking, 
facilities for persons with reduced mobility Wi-fi, 
business corner, fitness centre. 

ACCESS.
Train station SNCF : 500m
Motorway connections : 10 minutes 
Business airport : 15 minutes

Rejoignez notre programme de 
fidélité mondial sur 
accorhotel.comCAPACITY OF THE ROOMS DEPENDING ON LAYOUT


